Communication API

ENGAGE
CUSTOMERS
EASILY &
SECURELY,
AT ANY TIME
AUDIO | VIDEO | CHAT

Strengthen your customer
relationships
Integrate video and audio calling with
your existing EHR, Health system, CRM
or ERP and connect with your clients
securely and seamlessly!

Contact us to find out how
you can connect to your
customers more
efficiently by integrating
with our video/audio API.

(+1) 888 466 6066 | info@genixtec.com | www.drcare247.com

Experience our API solution, that will help
you enhance interfacing with your
customers.
VIDEO & AUDIO

INSTANT CHAT

HD video and audio calls even in low

With instant live chat, customers can

bandwidth connection to ensure the

simply and easily communicate by text,

customers have the best experience

even while you are on a call. Alert

possible. No additional software or plug-in

notifications for new message and

downloads are required.

maintained chat history.

RECORDING

CUSTOM BRANDING

All calls are by default or on demand

Your branding, logo and color with

recorded and securely stored in

custom display text and send message

storage. Get access to view or

to participants. In addition to host and

download the recorded audio or video

participants, add guest to the call.

through API or admin portal.

Multi-lingual support and date time
localization.

INTEGRATION

COMPLIANCE & SECURITY

Seamlessly integrate with your existing

Hosted in HIPAA, PCI compliance

or new web/mobile application to

infrastructure with enterprise grade

enable video, audio and chat. With few

security and highly scalable. SSL

lines of code, the integration is made

encryption, data retention, disaster

simple and scalable.

recovery with 24x7 infrastructure
monitoring.

INTEROPERABLITY
Compatible with most common web
browsers and various devices like
desktop, tablet and mobile. Works
on iOS, Android or hybrid mobile
platforms. REST API makes integration
platform agnostics.

Bring your
ideas to
life
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